Chapter – 15

Norms set by this department for the discharge of its functions.
15.1 TARGET FOR 2006 - 2007
(as per POLICY NOTE: 2006-2007)

1) To plant high yielding mulberry varieties in 3,100 Acres

2) To rear 95.00 lakh layings

3) To produce 5,700 M.Tons of silk cocoons

4) To produce 800 M.Tons of raw silk

5) To generate additional employment to 15,500 persons


1) Mulberry Expansion  9668.70  Acre

2) Layings Reared  116.283  Lakh Nos

3) Cocoon Production  7,239.100  M.Tons

4) Raw Silk production  1026.301  M.Tons

5) Additional Employment Generation  48,343  Persons